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B B C Northern Ireland Learning

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two PotatoAge 5 - 7

Summer 2004 Teacher's Notes

Key Stage 1

RADIO

BBC Radio Ulster
Medium Wave 1341 kHz

North West 792 kHZ
Enniskillen 673 kHZ

Tuesday 1105 - 1120
From 27 April  -

1 June     

Series Producer: 
Bernagh Brims

The series provides a training ground for the development 

of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils.  Using a mixture 

of story, song, rhyme, discussion poetry and music, 

all locally based, the programmes are designed to 

encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate 

the imagination of young children and to extend their 

awareness of their own environment and heritage.

Themes are explored on a cross-curricular basis, and 

there is a progression of ideas from week to week.

The theme this term is CREATIVITY; in language and 

writing skills, music and science.

        

1.  Letters and Words    27 April 
                
2.  Choosing  Words       4 May
       
3.  In the Light of the Moon  11 May
     
4.  Mood Music    18 May 
                 
5.  Building a House   25 May

6. The Big Floating Zoo     1 June

Presenters Michael McDowell and Libby Smyth

Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and 

Science at Key Stage 1.

The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  These will 

include cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and PSHE.

 Programmes
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Tape Recording

 Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause  

 button sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or   

 appreciation.  Many of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn  

 them or hear them again.

After the Broadcast

 Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up  

 activities are given in the Teacher’s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teachers might  

 like to consider covering some or all of the following aspects after the programme.

  • Discussion and/or recall of broadcast.

  • Re-tell the story.

  • Art or craft work.

  • Topic or project work

  • Singing songs/repeating rhymes.

  • Number work.

  • Drama/acting the story/role play.

  • Written work.

 Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawing or letters will always be  

 welcomed and acknowledged.

 Teacher’s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in  

 the classroom.

 To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or  

 suggestions to:

  The Producer

  One Potato, Two Potato

  BBC Broadcasting House

  Belfast

  BT2 8HQ

 or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

 A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for  

 Northern Ireland.
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Letters and Words

Programme 1
by Sam McBratney

The fi rst of three programmes about words - how they are formed, how we choose them, what we 

can make them do.  This fi rst programme begins with the basic process of using letters as building 

blocks and putting them together to make sounds and words.  The alphabet is reinforced, and vowels 

are introduced.

Poem    Eddy’s Teddy

    Eddy had a teddy who was quite a pet,

    although.... he didn’t know the letters

    of the alphabet.

 Eddy said to teddy, “I know what I will do!

 I’ll teach you all the letters, and then

 you’ll know them too.”

 Teddy sat up straight, the way all pupils should,

 And Eddy said the alphabet

 as best he could.

 ABC and DEF, were they followed by a G?

 Then HIJK, and after that.....

 LMNOP?

 Then there was a silence.  Teddy listened on,

 but Eddy’s mouth was open

 in a mighty yawn.

 Saying all those letters was a bit like counting sheep,

 Before he got to XYZ

 Eddy fell asleep.

 Eddy has a teddy who is his very favourite pet -

 Although he still can’t say the letters

 of the alphabet.

        by Sam McBratney

(this song can be sung to the tune of Miss Polly Had a Dolly - with adjustments here and there)

27 April
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Story  

LEMONOP  By Sam McBratney

    Published by: Darling Kindersley Ltd 

Holly went to her bookshelf and picked out one of her favourite books.  It had really nice pictures.  

And...she had a good idea for a game.  “Mummy,” she said, “will you play 

Lemono P’, with me?”......

  

After the programme

words for discussion:-  alphabet; vowel.  

-  ‘Sing’ the alphabet in rhythm - it goes roughly to the tune of Baa Baa Black Sheep!

-  Write the alphabet on the board, and try to sing it backwards.

-  Go on a ‘letter hunt’ round the school - spot all the places letters are displayed, on signs, 

    notices, doors, posters, traffi c warnings in the school grounds etc.  Older children could put 

    them into categories.

-  Do some work on vowels.  Spot vowels in your own name, in a short text on the board etc.

-  Make ABC books.  Think of an illustration to go with each letter.  Each child could 

    make one page, then staple the whole book together and present it to your reception class.

-  Play Chinese Whispers.  (Holly thought LMNOP sounded like Lemono P).  Sit in a circle 

and each child tries to pass on a whispered phrase or message to his neighbour.

N.B.  See programmes 2 and 3 for more suggestions

Story comprehension

• Who was chopping carrots with a chipper-chopper knife?  (Mummy)

• Who was reading the paper?  (Dad)

• Who was talking on the telephone?  (Aunty Betty)

• Who was watering his plants?  (Grandpa)

• Who was playing in his pirate ship?  (Holly’s brother Joe)

• What was the name of Holly’s dog?  (Wellington)

• What was Lemono P?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts, feelings  

   and opinions in response to personal experiences, literature,  

   media and cross-curricular topics or activities e.g. respond to an  

   educational broadcast.
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Reading: Pupils should develop the ability to: talk with the teacher about  

  the ways in which language is written down, identifying   

  phrases,  words, patterns of letters and other features of written  

  language.

Writing: Pupils should develop the ability to: make use of the names and  

  order of the letters of the alphabet.

Cross-Curricular Links
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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

ChoosingWords

Programme 2 
By Bernagh Brims
 

The second in a unit of programmes celebrating words, in which Libby and Michael will be exploring 

what we can do with them - how we choose them, how words can stretch the imagination, or make 

you feel.

Poems

      Jigglewords

  Clean words 

  Sticky words

  Jolly words

  or sad;

  

  Words that tickle

  Words that laugh

  Words that make you mad!

  Groaning words

  And moaning words

  Words for night

  or day;

  Words that sing

  and skip and dance,

  or wiggle

  on their way!

       by Judith Nicholls 

    Granny

  I love it when my Granny’s

  There when I come in from play

  And it’s really really brilliant

  When she says she’s come to stay.

  I like it when my Granny

  Bakes me buns with chocolate drops

  They’re ever so much nicer

  Than the ones you buy in shops.

  

  But the very nicest thing

  Is when it’s time to go to bed,

  My granny tells me stories

  Not from books, but from her head!

      by Bernagh Brims

4 May                            
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   Breakfast for One

  Hot thick crusty buttery toast

  Buttery tasty thick hot crust

  Crusty thick hot toasty butter

  Thick hot buttery crusty toast

  Toasty buttery hot thick crust

  Hot buttery thick crusty toast

  With marmalade, is how I like it most!

     by Judith Nicholls

 Rhymes to make you feel....

  Frosty, freezing fi ngers

  Slippery slidey ice

  Sharp, stinging air

  Nippy noses!

          ***

  Red hot fl ickery fl ames

  Dark behind us, gold in front.

  Milky chocolate in a big brown mug.

  Warm woolly dressing gown, hugging you close.

         ***

  Wild wet wind whistling

  Huge waves crashing

  Wet wellies in water

  Salty spray.

 

Story

                      Wee Purple Betty and the Troll         

Written by: Amy Warnock and Grace Brown when in P5, Mallusk Primary School

After the programme

-   Read the ‘feeling’ rhymes above and talk about how the words make you feel.  Make up 

     some ‘feeling’ sentences of your own.

-   Talk about words ‘making a picture in your head’  (could be linked to a project on the 

   senses i.e. do the words make you ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘smell’, ‘taste’ anything etc.)

-   Talk about words being chosen for the wrong reasons e.g. name calling or being

     unkind about someone’s appearance.  Being careful about the words you choose.

-   Play word games involving alliteration, onomatopoeia, tongue twisters. 

-   Experiment with how changing one word can change the direction of a whole story, as 

     in the programme i.e. I looked in the dark space under the stairs and I felt.......frightened

                    cross

                  like laughing

    Make up some more samples.

-   Talk about words the children like the sound of (not the meaning) e.g. tyrannosaurus,      

  squelch, whoosh.  Write their suggestions on the board and say them aloud together.
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-   Talk about the story.  The authors, Grace Brown and Amy Warnock, were nine when they    

wrote the story.  How do your children think they went about it?  (There will be a lot more  on creative 

writing next week)

-   Make up a sentence involving your own name, using alliteration, or as a tongue twister e.g.  

 Libby’s lovely little light lilac lorry.   Michael’s millions of mean mischievous mice.

-   Read the poem ‘Breakfast for One’ again or write it on the board and talk about it.      

-   Fostering children’s development of an interest in words can be carried on throughout       

  every subject e.g.

  *  When sharing a story: why did the writer choose this word?  

                                *  What other word might have been chosen?

 *  Group discussions: describe exactly how it looked/you felt.

    *  What’s another word for that?

    *  Can you invent a new word to describe that shape/sound etc 

    *  Music. Think of words to describe that pitch/tempo/type of sound.

    *  Art. How could you describe that colour/shape/patterns?

   *  PE.  Act out these words - slither, hobble, dull, excited, sad.

-   Make word collections, and display or store them for the whole class to use, or keep as           

 personal word books.

     e.g.      funny words

                 scary words

                 hot words

               cold words

                 happy words

                 words that sound good

-   Discuss what resources the children use if they don’t know the meaning of a word. e.g.    

 dictionaries, word books, etc.  Emphasise the importance of alphabetical order.

N.B.  See  programmes 1 and 3 for more suggestions.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and 

  talk about real and imaginary experiences and about

  people, places, things and events. 

  Pupils should develop the ability to: discuss features

  of language.

Reading: Pupils should develop the ability to: recognise and 

  notice how words are constructed; make use of 

  personal word banks, dictionaries, information books

  and data on computer, etc. for reading and writing tasks.

Writing: Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment with

  words e.g. word games, riddles and rhymes.
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Cross-Curricular Links
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In the Light of the Moon

Programme 3
written by: Sam McBratney

 

Featuring an atmospheric story, and encouraging the children to write creatively themselves.  What 

subject might they choose, how will they decide the words and how do you think of a good title?  

Award-winning writer Sam McBratney has lots of suggestions

Story

                          Don’t Walk in the Light of the Moon         By Sam McBratney

                       Publisher: Kingfi sher   
   
“It’s almost dark,” whispered Cob.

“The dark is fi ne,” said the old mouse.  “It is better than the light of the moon.  Stay together and we 

won’t get lost.  The last thing we want is for anyone to get lost.”

The young mice looked up at him.  They didn’t understand, for none of them had never been lost.  

“How can we be lost?” asked Hazel.  “What does it mean?”

The old mouse said to his three young mice, “Being lost means you don’t know where you are.  

You’re on your own.  You look around you and you don’t know anybody - and nobody knows you.  

And you don’t know how to get back home again because you don’t know where home is.  No-one 

likes to be lost.”

“I’ll hold on to your tail,” said Cob.

“I’ll hold on to Cob’s tail,” said Hazel.

“I’ll hold my own tail and it won’t get lost,” cried little Berry-Berry.

After the programme

words for discussion:- cellar; cornfi eld; shadow; cousin 

Story Comprehension

• What were the three young mice called?  (Cob, Hazel and little Berry-Berry)

• Who did the old mouse take them to visit?  (their cousins)

• Where did they live?  (in the cornfi eld across the stream)

• Talk about some of the games they played (they ran in and out of puddles, danced on the shadows 

and swung on the ears of yellow corn)

• When did the old mouse not like being out?  (in the light of the moon)

• What was the ‘something in the sky, with a beak and wings and claws’ that spotted the mice by the 

light of the moon?  (an owl)

• Why did it swoop down?  (it was hunting for its supper)

• What had the young mice learned that day?

11 May          
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- Encourage ideas and discussion for their own creative writing.

                               *  What might a story be about? - the setting.

                                *  Who might it be about, or in it?

  *  Might it be an exciting/frightening/funny story?  Fantasy or

    ‘real life’?

  *  How do you think of a good title?

-   Possible ideas for a story theme could be discussed as a class.  While you want them to use            

 their individual imaginations, it might help to discuss some points e.g. how might they/the     

 person in the story feel?   What would something look like?  What might happen?

-   Many young children fi nd spelling problems daunting when writing a story - or even the   

 labour of holding a pencil for a long time.  If so, encourage the writing of short scenes or  

 happening or descriptions rather than long stories, or experiment with poetry.

-   A few ideas for writing projects

 *  a letter to a friend, or someone in a story.

 *  a description of your week-end or holiday.

 *  a story review.

 *  writing a description of how to do something e.g. prepare a bowl of cereal.

 *  write a story about your favourite toy.

 *  describe your bedroom.

 *  write a sequel to a favourite story.

-   Being lost.  Has it happened to any of the children?  How did it happen, how did they feel, what 

happened?  Describe or write about the experience - it is also a good topic for imaginative writing.

-  A project on night time.

 *  being out at night

 *  nocturnal animals

 *  people who work at night

 *  darkness

 *  lights

N.B. see programmes one and two for more suggestions.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Reading: Pupils should have opportunities to: compose, read 

  and share their own books of stories and poems.

Writing: Pupils should have opportunities to: write in various

  forms, including:- stories, letters, description of 

  people or places, simple records of observation,

  poems etc., and should have opportunities to: 

  experiment with words e.g. word games, riddles and

  rhymes.

In the Light of the Moon One Potato, Two Potato
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  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop the 

  ability to: express thoughts, feelings and imaginings;

  present ideas and information; structure sentences 

  correctly.

Cross Curricular Links
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Mood Music

Programme 4
Written by Marianne Robinson

This musical programme features the violin, and asks the young listeners to think about how music 

makes them feel.  What sort of music makes them feel happy or sad or even sleepy?  There will be a 

wide range of musical extracts to choose from.

Enya:  A Day without Rain (calm, relaxed, sleepy? - let the children give their own opinions)

Dvorak: Slavonic Dance No 1 in C major (exciting - with a ‘strong beat’)

Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite No 1 Death of Anse (sad)

J Strauss: Tristsch Tratsch Polka (happy, exciting)

Parts: bow

strings

shoulder rest   

bridge

scroll

pegs

Story

A tiny creature, no bigger than one of his Star War fi gures danced out from behind the log.

“Well hello there Andrew,” the creature’s little head bobbed up and down in greeting, “I’m 

Tanglewood.  I’m in charge of the music round here.”

“The music?” repeated Andrew, looking confused.

“Yes, and there’s been very little of it lately,” said Tanglewood.

“I didn’t know someone had to be in charge of the music,” said Andrew.....

After the programme

words for discussion:-  to sound ‘gloomy’; music can make your mood change; music with a ‘strong 

beat’; a log; pearly wings; a violin’s bow, pegs, strings, bridge; to practise; to compose music.

-   Before discussing how music can ‘change your mood’ - list as many ‘moods’ as the    

 children can think of e.g. happy, sad, cross, lonely, frightened, excited etc.

-  Think of words to describe music e.g. fast, slow, smooth, jumpy, high, low, peaceful,           

 relaxing.

-  Play some clapping rhythm games (generally music that has a ‘strong beat’ is more exciting,    

 music which is slower sounds calmer).

18 May                          
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-   Talk about the other members of the ‘string family’ - viola, cello and double bass, and point  out the 

relationship between their respective sizes and the depths of their ‘voices’.  

-   Talk about how the string instruments are played i.e by passing the bow over tightly wound   

  strings, or plucking them (pizzicato).   

-   Talk about the main ways of producing sound on a musical instrument i.e. by bowing 

    or plucking, blowing, hitting or banging.

-   Experiment with sounds using percussion instruments.  Try to make a ‘happy’ sound, and a     

 ‘sad’ sound.  Now perform a Mood Sound Sandwich - play the happy sound, followed by the sad and 

back to the happy sound again.

-   Listen to as many samples of music as possible and decide how they make you ‘feel’ - try to 

describe the sounds.  Do the children agree music can ‘change your mood’?  (Play them some pop 

music or ceili music, and see the effect!)

Story Comprehension

• Why was Andrew unhappy at the beginning?  (he hadn’t wanted to move house and he was far 

away from his friends)

• What was the name of the musical fairy?  (Tanglewood)

• Where did Andrew meet her?  (by a log in his garden)

• What did Tanglewood say she was in charge of?  (the music)

• What instrument did she play?  (a tiny violin)

• When she played, Andrew felt a ‘lovely warm glow inside’.  How do the children think that meant

 what he was feeling?

• Did Andrew fi nd it easy to play a violin?  (No - it took a lot of practise)

Northern Ireland Curriculum
 

Music
Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 

  imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music;

  think and talk about the features and effects of the 

  music they create, perform and listen to.

Composing: Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound,

  explore and investigate ways of making sounds; 

  select sounds in response to a stimulus; select and   

  use sounds to express mood and atmosphere.

Science

Physical Processes Sound: Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore 

          ways of making sounds using familiar objects.
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Cross Curricular Links
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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

Building a House

Programme 5
Written by Maureen Donnelly

A programme all about houses and how they are built inside and out, from the foundations to the 

chimney, and illustrated by a variety of poems, rhymes and songs.

Poem
      

                                         Building a Skyscraper

  They’re building a skyscraper

  Near our street.

  Its height will be nearly

  One thousand feet.

  It covers completely

  A city block.

  They drilled its foundation

  Through solid rock.

  They made its framework

  Of great steel beams.

  With riveted joints

  And welded seams.

  A swarm of workmen

  Strain and strive,

  Like busy bees

  In a honeyed hive.

  Building the skyscraper

  Into the air

  While crowds of people

  Stand and stare.

  Higher and higher

  The tall towers rise

  Like Jacob’s ladder

  Into the skies.

                   by James S Tippett

25 May                          
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  My House

  Come and help me build my house,

  This is what we do.

  First we dig a patch of ground,

  Then fl atten it too.

  Next we pour some concrete

  And when the base is done,

  We get the bricks for the walls,

  And lay them one by one.

  Nail down the fl oorboards,

  Put in the windows and doors,

  Fit in the sink and cupboards,

  Then decorate indoors.

  Now my house is ready,

  And I’m as proud as can be,

  Let’s move in the furniture,

  Then we can have tea!

     by Karen King

  Halfway Down the Stairs

  Halfway down the stairs

  Is a stair

  Where I sit

  There isn’t any

  Other stair

  Quite like

  it.

  I’m not at the bottom,

  I’m not at the top;

  So this is the stair

  Where

  I always

  Stop.

  Halfway up the stairs

  Isn’t up

  And isn’t down

  It isn’t in the nursery,

  It isn’t in the town.

  And all sorts of funny thoughts

  Run around my head;

  It really isn’t 

  Anywhere!

  It’s somewhere else

  Instead!

                   by A A Milne
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Poem/Song

  This Is the House that Jack Built

       by James Shaw 

Song

      Building Up My House
Words  and music: Peter Charlton

verse 2 Then some wood I’ll saw for the windows and the door

  As I build up my house so high.

  With a hammer and a nail and you know I’ll never fail

  To build up my house so high.

  With a saw and a saw and a saw and a saw,

  I’ll build my house so high,

  With a rap tap tap and a rap tap tap

  It’s a very fi ne house, say I.

verse 3 ‘Cos I’ve got four walls, four windows and a door

  And a chimney and a roof,

  When the raindrops fall I won’t mind at all

  For my house is weatherproof

  There’s a knocker on the door and a rug upon the fl oor,

  And inside its warm and dry, 

  Let the cold winds blow, I won’t mind I know,

  In my very fi ne house so high, high, high,

  It’s a very fi ne house say I.
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After the Programme

words for discussion:- foundations; concrete; mortar; scaffolding; skyscraper; radiator; to supply 

power; plumber; electrician; pipes; decorator; fl oor coverings; kitchen and bathroom ‘fi ttings’.

-  Houses as a topic provides a rich source of ideas for discussion, creative or descriptive

 writing and art work.

-  A project on different types of housing - bungalow, terrace, apartment, farmhouse, 

   semi-detached etc.  Make a photo montage cut out of magazines.

-  Talk through the whole process of house building, from foundations through bricks and mortar    

   walls, doors and windows, roof and chimney.

-  Discuss the features required inside - electricity or gas (how do they ‘get in’?), pipes for      

   water, various types of heating.

-  A project on personalising houses i.e. decoration, furnishing, kitchens and bathrooms.

-  Draw a picture of their bedroom.

-  Draw a picture of their house.

-  What does a plumber do? An electrician, joiner, plasterer, decorator?

-  Why do some houses have chimneys?

-  Why do houses have numbers or names?

-  Art work.  Design a house, either individually or as a class and discuss a lay-out for the

    rooms.

-  Read the Christopher Robin poem again.  Do the children have a ‘special place’ they like to  go?     

   What do they do there?

-  Make a For Sale poster for your house, listing all its good points.

N.B. The topic houses will be expanded next term, with a programme called ‘Rooms in My House’ on 

21 September and followed by ‘Rooms in My School on 28 September).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography
Homes and Buildings: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the   

   main features of their own home, and to compare the

   size and shape of some of the houses in the local    

   area.

Science
Carrying Out and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to: make     

   observations noting similarities and differences;

  record observations in a simple form.

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should develop the ability to: express 

          thoughts and feelings; present ideas and information.

  

Building a House One Potato, Two Potato
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Cross-Curricular Links
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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato, Two Potato       Summer 2004

The Big Floating Zoo

Programme 6
Adapted by Barbara Gray

A musical version of the Noah’s Ark story, with lots of actions and accompaniment for the children to 

join in with.  

N.B. If you are listening to the programme ‘live’ it would be an advantage to record it, so that the 

class can listen again.

 

Song

     Noah’s Ark 
   (to the tune The Farmer Wants A Wife)

   

   Noah built an ark,

 He went and built an ark,

 He took a saw and hammer

 And he went and built an ark.

 (Chant)

  And it sounded just like this!

 They came in two by two,

 They came in two by two,

 God sent the animals,

 They came in two by two.

  And it sounded just like this!

 The rain began to fall,

 The rain began to fall,

 The waters were a-rising

 And the rain began to fall,

  And it sounded just like this!

 The waves were very high

 The waves were very high

 The ark kept a-fl oating,

 Tho’ the waves were very high.

  And it sounded just like this!

 They drifted on the sea,

 They drifted on the sea,

 All around was water

 As they drifted on the sea.

  And it sounded just like this!

 Noah sent a dove,

 A raven, then a dove,

 She brought him back an olive branch,

 Noah sent a dove.

  And she sounded just like this!

1st June
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 Noah’s safe at last,

 Noah’s safe at last.

 He’s safely back on land again,

 Noah’s safe at last!

  And it sounded just like this!

 (ALL  CLAP  AND  SHOUT  ‘HOORAY’)

       Kaye Umansky

Join In:-

sawing:  make a ssshhh sound,  blowing out and sucking in 

hammering:  tap one fi st hard on the other

elephants:  heavy footsteps on the spot

horses:  click tongues

chickens:  squawk

dogs and cats:  etc.

raindrops:  light: tap fi ngers lightly on the back of the hand

 

  heavy: hit hands on knees

waves:  humming noise, up and down

dove:  say ‘vrr, vrr,’ softly, and ‘fl y’ hands

             

After the programme

words for discussion:- to have ‘lots of patience’; a fl ood; a plank; olive (branch);to drain away.

- Teach the song, without the chanted last line (and it sounded just like this).  Sing each verse, 

and let the children join in as you sing it again.

- Talk about some sounds which would be appropriate for each verse.  They can follow Libby 

and Michael’s suggestions, or make some up themselves.

- Sing the whole song, adding in the body and vocal sounds.

- Discuss the ‘mood’ of some of the verses and sing them and perform the sounds and actions 

again e.g. more strongly for ‘the waves were very high’ verse and more gently for ‘they drifted 

on the sea’ etc.

- Provide some percussion instruments and compose some more lengthy sound effects to 

accompany the song.

- Choose another favourite song or story to illustrate with sounds, both vocal and with 

percussion instruments.

- Select a picture which lends itself to being ‘played’ e.g. some type of vehicle, a stormy sea, a 

lion.

- Paint a picture of a rainbow, with Noah’s Ark below.

- Discuss ‘making things’.  Do any of the children have hobbies involving constructing 

something?
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- Don’t forget other forms of ‘making’ e.g. baking buns, make a sandwich, making up a song or 

a story, making a den.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music
Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore and  

     investigate ways of making sounds; create simple sound effects  

     using single sounds e.g. to illustrate words in rhymes and stories;  

     select sounds in response to a stimulus; select and use sounds to  

     express mood and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and

     simple songs; develop an awareness of pulse and rhythm when  

     singing and playing instruments.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond to rhymes and songs  

     using appropriate actions, movements or gestures.

English
Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and  

     songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other expressive  

     activities.

Cross-Curricular Links

    

ART

- rainbows
- making things

ENGLISH

- discussion

MUSIC

- composing
- singing
- performing

Programme 6: The Big Floating Zoo

SCIENCE

- playing
with sounds
- making things
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